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NEW CONCEPTS IN NONDIFFERENTIABLE PROGRAMMING J-B. Hiriart-Urruty
Introduction. Numerous studies have been devoted to the determination of the first order necessary optimality conditions for an optimization problem. The study of such conditions and the applications to different problems have first been made in a geometrical form, using for that conical approximations of a subset (Oubovitskii and Milyutin's formalism and its extensions) and separation theorems for convex cones.
In differentiable programming, the objective function and the functions defining the constraint set (equalities, inequalities, mixed data) are supposed to be differentiable at the considered optimal point.
The best known necessary optimality criterion for such a mathematical programming problem is the KuhnTucker criterion. In order for the Kuhn-Tucker criterion to hold, one must impose a constraint qualification on the constraints of the problem; various constraint qualifications have been considered: conditions on the geometry of the constraint, on the representation form of the constraint, conditions combining the objective function and the functions defining the constraints.... The introduction of the notion of subdifferential in convex analysis has allowed the extension of optimality conditions (and their applications) to nondifferentiable convex problems by replacing the notion of gradient by that of subdifferential. This concept has appeared very fruitful to handle nondifferentiable convex problems.
During the last years, different attempts in considering nondifferentiable nonconvex problems have been made: in the absence of both differentiability and convexity assumptions on the functions involved in the problem, the first step was in defining a new concept coinciding with the notion of gradient in the differentiable case and coinciding with the notion of subdifferential in the convex case. In Part I, we mention some "disconvexifying" processes which have been recently developed. This enumeration, although nonexhaustive, may appear to the reader like a catalogue of definitions. We thought it was not fruitless to recall these different approaches and to show the evolution of ideas and the successive generalizations. In fact, each of these concepts has its own interest and for each introduced notion, there exists a class of functions (including the differentiable or convex ones) which is well adapted. Among all these concepts, we shall emphasize in the sequel the concept of generalized gradient for locally Lipschitz functions.
The Part II of this paper deals with the different conical approximations of a subset S at x-G S.
Beside the cones of feasible displacements which are classical in mathematical programming, we give some further details about the concept of tangent cone such as introduced by F.H. Clarke in [13] and we studied in [35] in a Banach space setting. The functions ^c and Ao connected with S and introduced in [35] play a role similar to those of the indicator function 65 and the distance function; wespecify some of their properties in the context of convex analysis as well as their influences in the comparison results between tangent cones.
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The Part III is concerned with the "functional" part of the "geometrical" notions of Part 11. Recalling the definitions of different generalized subdifferentials and generalized gradients, comparison results and examples are given.
The Part IV of this study is devoted to some examples of necessary (and in certain cases of sufficient) optimal ity conditions for a nondifferentiable nonconvex optimization problem. The references to developments on the subject are also indicated.
In many mathematical programming problems, the objective function as well as the functions defining the constraints occur to be composite functions. The Part V is exclusively concerned with chain rules on generalized gradients of locally Lipschitz functions. Beside those already existing, we establish a new chain rule for generalized gradients: the first result in this sense is a general inclusion between generalizedgradients of the composing functions; after we give sufficient conditions for this inclusion to be an equality.
In the list of references, we just quoted the papers related to the introduction of new concepts in nondifferentiable programming and to their applications to necessary optimality conditions. In particular, we hold apart the papers specifically dealing with the study of algorithms for nondifferentiable problems.
Part 1: SOME "DISCONVEX1FYING" PROCESSES.
A.1. B. N. Pschenichnyi's work [55] was probably one of the first attempts in considering nondifferentiable nonconvex functions. Let f be a function defined on a topological vector space E and taking values in R. f is said to be quasi-differentiable at XQ G E in the sense of B. N. Pschenichnyi if If f is Gateaux-differentiable at XQ, it is quasi-differentiable at XQ and M^,) = {Vf(Xo)}; likewise, if f is a convex function, 3f(Xo) = M^(Xo). The properties of quasi-differentiable functions are studied in B. N. Pschenichnyi's book [55] ; the notion of quasi-differentiability is examined and related to fractional programming in [9] ; Lagrangean conditions for a quasi-differentiable optimization problem are considered in [17] .
R. Janin generalized the given definition to functions taking values in R by saying that f is sub-lineamable at XQ when the limit exists in (1.1) (possibly +or-oo) and when the function d -^nx^d) is convex (as a function taking values in R). The set M^x^) is defined as in (1.2) by setting:
Particular sub-classes of the class of sub-linearizable functions (almost convex functions of the ^s t order, of the y order.. . ) are also exhibited by R. Janin; properties of such functions are detailed in the Chapter I of [38] .
In these two neighboring definitions ((1.1), (1.2) and (1.3)), it is supposed on the one hand that the limit exists in (1.1) and on the other hand that the function d ^f(Xo;d) is convex. This last (stringent)
condition permits considering the function ^(x^;.) as a support Function and introducing the convex set M^(Xo).
We shall consider again the quasi-differentiable functions in the Part V.
A.2.
Definitions which come near to the definitions of convex analysis are given by E. A. Nurminskii [48] in the following manner: given a function f from a finite-dimensional euclidean vector space E^ into R, f is said to be weakly convex if for every x^ € Ey, there exists a nonempty set M^o) of elements x* such that for all x G E( In the definition of weakly convex functions, the relation (1.5) has to be verified uniformly in each compact subset of E^; so,a continuously differentiable function is weakly convex (and concave) with as unique quasi-gradient at XQ, VftXp).
By adding -e in the right-hand side of the inequality (1.4), the concept of e-quasi-gradient is introduced by E. A. Nurminskii and A. A. Zhelikhovskii [49] who also give an iterative procedure for the minimization of weakly convex functions, formulated in terms of c-quasi-gradients.
The class of quasi-differentiable (resp. sub-linearizable, weakly convex) functions is stable for certain usual operations such as addition, maximum of a family of functions.
A.3.
If one sets the inequality (1.4) with only the following condition on the residual term r:
(1-6) lim rtXo.x^lx-xJr^O X-^XQ ° °o ne finds the notion of >-gradfent (and of ^-gradient with the reversed inequality for (1.4)) studied by M. S. Bazaraa, J. J. Goode and Z. Nashed [4] . If f is a convex function, for each point x-, the set of -gradients of f at XQ is the subdifferential 9f(Xo) and if f is concave, the ^-gradients are the supgradients. In relation with the differentiability properties of a function, we have the following results:
( Concerning the support function of the set of > -gradients of f at XQ (denoted by 3 > ftx,.)), one has necessarily (4, Theorem 3.1]:
As noticed by M. S. Bazaraa etal [4, p. 399], the relation (1.9) gives a necessary but not sufficient condition for a vector x* to be a >-gradient. In fact, there is very little to change in (1.9) to have a necessary and sufficient condition (see A.4 below).
The notions of > and ^-gradients are related to the cones of feasible displacements for the epigraph and for the hypograph of f from (XQ. ftXg)) [4, Theorem 3.2]; we shall come again to these geometrical characterizations later on.
A.4.
The condition (1.9) which is necessary for x* G 9 > f(Xo) leads to the consideration at x of different convex subsets the definitions of which are analogous to that of (1.9) but with different lower and upper limits in the right-hand side. This approach (in a general context) is due to J.-P. Penot [52, 53] who, using the way in which the derivatives of Denjoy, Young, Saks generalize the notion of a derivative of a function defined on R, introduced different concepts of generalized subdifferentials.
Let E be a real Banach space, let f : E -^ R be finite at XQ. In fact, J.-P. Penot's definitions are given in a more general context, by considering functions defined on a topological vector space and taking values in an ordered topological vector space [53] . For our particular case, JrP. Penot defines successively:
v-^d and the analogous "radial" definitions:
These definitions lead to the definitions of the lower subdifferential and of the upper subdifferential of f at XQ by setting: (1.14) a*f(Xo)= {x^GE* | f(x)<f(Xo)^<x*.x-Xo><0}
Contrary to previous definitions, this concept is a cone which is related to the normal cones to the level sets S^(f). H. J. Greenberg etaf called 3*f(Xo) the quasi-subdifferential of f at XQ, whereas Y. I. Zabotin era/called it the generalized support of f at XQ.
In a slightly different manner, J.-P. Crouzeix [18] introduced the tangential of f at x^ as following:
Each of these two concepts has its own interest; the properties of the tangential have been studied in connection with conjugacy and duality theory in quasi-convex analysis [18. 19] .
A.6. A notion which is related in a certain sense to 3^.f (or 3f) is the notion of generalized gradient of a function in the sense of F. H. Clarke [12] (see also N. Z. Shor [59] ). Let us recall this definition: given a locally Lipschitz function f : R" -»• R, that is to say a function satisfying a Lipschitz condition on all bounded subsets of R", the generalized gradient of f at XQ is the convex compact subset denoted 3f(xQ) (like the subdifferential) and the support function of which is:
x XQ \^Qî n other words 0.17) x*e5f(xo) <-Vd, <x\d/ < f'(xo;d)
Owing to the Lipschitz property of f in a neighborhood of XQ. let us remark that we also have:
an equivalent definition of Qffx^) is:
If we consider any function f : R" -»• R, the function f*(xQ;.) is necessarily a convex function; if, moreover, f is a locally Lipschitz function, the generalized gradient is nonempty for all x. The definitions (1.15) and (1.17) have been considered again in a Banach space context (14, 15 ].
An equivalent definition of 3f(xQ) in a finite-dimensional context is the following one: a locally Lipschitz function is, according to a Rademacher's theorem-fsee [60] or [39] ), differentiable almost everywhere; if we denote by V the set of points where f is differentiable, we have:
This kind of characterization of the generalized gradient of a locally Lipschitz function f has been studied when f is defined on a separable Banach space by L. Thibault [61] . Among all the properties of the generalized gradient, let us recall those ones which will be continually used in the sequel. Let E be a real Banach space, let f, f-j, f^,.. . be locally Lipschitz functions defined on E, let the generalized gradient of such functions be defined as in (1.17); then we have [14] : (1.21) 3(f^ +f2)(Xo) C af^(Xo) +3^X0)
General chain rules on generalized gradients will be considered in the last section. The first part of the relation (1.20) shows that the generalized gradient is a generalization of the concept of strong derivative.
A sub-class of locally Lipschitz functions, called well-behaved functions, has been considered for numerical purposes by A. Feuer [23] . When E s R", a concept of e-generalizedgradient has been introduced by A. A. Goldstein [25] in order to define a method of descent for locally Lipschitz functions.
We now consider a nonempty subset S of E and we let d § be its distance function. In a first approach, F. H.CIarke considered E = R", S closed, [13] , and defined the normality to S at XQ as following: the normal cone to S at XQ € S is the closed convex cone denoted by N(S; x^) (or Ng(Xo)) such that 
This is a geometrical definition and thereby it is more difficult to work with it. We adopted the same definition in a Banach space context for a function taking possibly values in R; for details see [35] . ll.A. Let E be a real Banach space, let S be a subset of E. By intS, cQS and bdS. we denote respectively the interior, the closure and the boundary of S. By S° we mean the complementary set of S in E and the interior of S 0 will be denoted extS. In the sequel, by E we shall mean the topological dual space E* endowed with the weak* topology. B* is the unit ball in E* and the norm of an element x*GE* is denoted by ||x*H» .
If L is a linear topological space and L* its topological dual space, thepo/ar cone of A C L is given by: A° = {x*G L* IVaCA, <x*, a> < 0} .
We recall the definitions of several kinds of feasible displacements which are classical in mathematical programming. Let S be a nonempty subset of E and x^GcJZS.
Let S^(XQ) = (S-Xo)t~" 1 for every t>0; V(XQ) denoting the filter of neighborhoods of XQ in E, the The set of interior displacements will be denoted by I(S; XQ) (or I §(Xo)) and the set of adherent displacements by T(S;XQ) (or T §(Xo)). I(S;XQ) is an open cone and T(S; XQ) a closed one. For various properties of these cones, we refer to the Chapter I of P.-J. Laurenfs book [40] .
The radial cones of feasible displacements which correspond to T(S; XQ) and I(S; XQ) are defined as following:
Definition 3. d G E is said to be a radial adherent displacement for S from XQ if there exists a sequence
« {\^} C R converging to 0 such that XQ + Xpd € S fora// n. Beside these notions, F. H. Clarke introduced in the case where E is finite-dimensional and S a closed subset of E the notion of tangent cone to S at x^GS [13, Definition 3.6] . We adopted the same definition in the context of a Banach space for S being an arbitrary nonempty subset of E and XQ e cCS 
Observations. 1. As for T(S;XQ), <^(S;XQ) depends only on adherent points of S (<^(S; XQ) is <$/(c£S; XQ)). Let us bear in mind that ^(S; XQ) is a convex cone which a/ways is included in the
(non necessarily convex) cone T(S; XQ) [35, Theorem 23 . A more precise comparison result between these two types of cones is given for E finite-dimensional in [323. The set of radial tangent directions to S at XQ is called the radial tangent cone to ? at x-and dpnoted by<^(S;Xo) (or^(xo)).
It dearly follows from the definitions that ^(S; x^) C ^"(S; x^) and that <^(S; x^) C T''(S; x^).
Example: S= {(x-p x^) € R 2 | x^ + Ix-jl^O); at x^= (0,0). one has <^(S; XQ) = (0}XR^.
<^S;Xo)= {0}XR and T''(S;Xo)= {(x^x^) 1x^0 or x^>0} .
II.B.
Let S be a subset of E; in [35] , we have introduced the function jug defined as following: Let do€T(S;XQ) and we consider a sequence {dp} converging to do. We have For XQ € bdS, ^(XQ) = ^(x^) = 0; hence the equality ^(x*) = 5*(x*).
(b) a=^(0) is by definition ^p d^(x). If S is compact, ^ is a finite function and
Vx*, S^x-X^x-XSgtx^+a .
Example: Let us take the unit ball B in E;then jn= Max (1, ||-|| ).
Remarks. 1. Under the assumptions of Proposition 2, let x^GbdS. From the definition of ^, we have the following equivalences: (O^a^(xo)) o (VxGbdS.O^ 8^(x)) o (intS^O) ^ (I(S;Xo)^0) .
Otherwise, we recall that the center of S [11] is defined as following:
C(S) -{x € S I d (x) > d (x) for every x e S } .
I nth is definition, d^(x) is supposed to be finite. If S is compact, the center C(S) is precisely a/i'(0). Conversely, Ngpj^x^^Xo)) being the normal cone to an epigraph, 6<0 for all (n, 9} in this cone.
We distinguish two cases: 6 < 0 and 9 = 0. If 6 < 0. In [35] we introduced the notion of symmetric generalized gradient of a function as following: let XQ G E where feF(E.R) is finite; the symmetric generalized gradient of f at XQ, denote by Df(Xo) is defined by
Some elementary properties of f^x^;. ) are collected in the following Proposition. For developments on necessary optimality conditions in a general context (non necessarily locally Lipschitz functions), we refer the reader to the papers [53, 35] ; for the locally Lipschitz case. see more particularly [14,321. IV.B. In this section, we give some indications about sufficient optimality conditions. In [31] . we introduced the following definition of pseudo-convexity in the nondifferentiable case: One cannot expect the equality in (5.7) with only the hypothesis that ^ is continuously differentiable (at leastwith m>1). That is this estimate (5.7) (with equality if -^-(F(Xo))>0 for alt i) which was proved by A. Auslender [2] for functions of the type <^(x, f^(x),.. .,fn(x)) where the (regular) functions fj have a particular structure. We shall give later the exact evaluation of 3(<poF)(xQ) when E is finite-dimensional.
By taking <^(x) = .II Xj, one has as a particular application: The inclusion (5.9) can be directly obtained by proving that for all v€R,f^ ^(0; v) < f'(Xo;vd); with this relation, the mean value theorem can be proved in a straightforward manner. When E-j and E^ are finitedimensional, the estimate of Rule No 1 also appears as a consequence of results of [33] .
•Rule No 2. The estimate (i) given in this rule appears as a particular case of the inclusion given in Theorem 6 but the conditions (ii) ensuring the equality work only when f is real-valued.
Let us give some examples of applications.
Cg. By taking a(x) s 1/x, we have: V.C. An exact chain rule in the finite-dimensional case.
In this section, we shall suppose that E = R". (g;XQ) is a set of (s,r) matrices and we denote by e^^S^o^ the set of transposed matrices A^ with AE^(g;XQ). If g is continuously differentiable at XQ,^(Q;XQ] is reduced to (J(g;XQ)}. In the 3g case where s^l, g'(x) is represented by a row vector (-(x)) whereas the column vector is the gradient ox. Vg(x) G R 1 '. In order to preserve the given definition of 3g(x-) (see (1.18) ) and the coherence of notations, we shall consider the elements of Qgtx^) as elements of R*^ (and not of (RQ*). So, we generally have:
(5.14) ^T(9;Xo)C(^g1(Xo),..,^g,(Xo)) . 
